FIRA-21 Workshop Panel

Architecture

- 27 minutes: 12:03 - 12:30
- Our Panel
  - Luis Miguel Contreras Murillo (Telefonica)
  - Andy Reid (BT)
  - Dirk Trossen (Huawei Technologies)
  - Mohammad Borhani (Linköping University)
- Moderator: Daniel King (Lancaster University)
Questions and Discussion

• What motivates ideas of changes to the Internet Architecture?

• Questions for the panel
  • What is really driving changes to Internet Architecture, security, applications, services, economics?
  • Should we explore radically different, and even alternative designs to Internet Architecture?
  • Is there enough research on Internet Architecture, Routing and Addressing, if not, why?
  • Should we restrict ourselves to backwards-compatible and therefore incrementally deployable improvements?

• Interactions from the floor
  • Introduce yourselves
  • Ask specific questions about the presentations
  • Ask the panel general questions about the topic
  • State your opinions and reasons